
onePOS is a truly different Point-Of-Sale system that 
you will love. It is amazingly easy to use, something 
you can depend on every day, and with 20 years of 
innovation has the features you need.

onePOS
Restaurant Solution
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A solution that can keep up with your fast paced, 
highly demanding, and ever changing market. A 
system that can provide you with the right tools 
to operate and manage your business, without 
interfering with what is most important - the 
ability to consistently delight your guests, day 
after day, night after night.

Our systems are engineered to be easy to use, intuitive, and efficient 
for both your newest hires and your most seasoned veterans, 
whether you run a full service or counter service restaurant, a bar or 
nightclub, or hotel or resort. We constantly evolve our software to 
offer you cutting edge features - when you need them - keeping you 
ahead of the competition. And to ensure nonstop system availability, 
we engineer reliability into all aspects of our system so you can 

focus on your operations and not your point-of-sale.

onePOS provides entire turn-key solutions for a variety of 
restaurants. Leveraging our knowledge of the restaurant industry 
and our ability to adapt industry standard solutions to it, we are 
able to develop reliable and open solutions while maintaining an 
affordable total cost of ownership.

onePOS EMV / Pay at Table
onePOS supports a variety of processors and hardware for 
processing EMV transactions on traditional workstations or pay 
at table. These interfaces all support full Tokenization and End to 
End encryption, removing the majority of risk for data breaches and 
credit card compromises from your operations. Utilizing the Transafe 
gateway we are always on the leading edge of capability and 
features for safe, secure EMV credit card processing.

It Just Works!
The POS System that  

gets the job done



Quick Service and Take Out
Coffee shops, delis, take-away kiosks, drive-thrus, even gift shops 
can be easily handled by the onePOS Solution. Conversational 
ordering and payment keep the line flowing regardless of the 
demands of the guest. 

Bars and Night Clubs
onePOS’ finely-tuned operation and built in security give bar and 
night club operators new levels of control. Super fast order entry and 
check close / payments, coupled with pre-paid bar tabs and accurate 
liquor pricing will make your bar locations excel.

Billiards Parlors
onePOS first developed POS for Billiards Parlors, and includes those 
features today as an integral part of the complete system. Quickly 
start timed tables for your guests, sell them drinks and food, and 
close out the check with the same speed and grace of any other 
onePOS transaction.

Hotels and Resorts
With built in guest lookup and room charges to most major hotel 
PMS systems onePOS provides an easy to use, super stable POS 
that meets the wide range of needs of hotel and resort properties.

Full Service and Casual Dining
onePOS has the flexibility and features to 
easily handle table service - from casual 
dining to fine dining, or anywhere you 
fit in between. And unique to onePOS, 
each dining room can be configured 
individually to give even greater 
control at your locations.

Enterprise Management
Leveraging the Internet and its related 
technologies, onePOS’ oneMetrix 
Hybrid Cloud automatically syncs the 
data for each of your locations with our 
cloud servers allowing enterprise access to 
information anywhere, anytime. Grow from a 
single store to an entire enterprise all using the 
same POS and the same cloud solution.
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